Religion in the Sudan
direct, and it is rather the spirit of some famous ancestor,
supposed to be incarnated in the Rain Maker or Spiritual
Chief, to whom the worshippers address themselves in
their prayers and to whom sacrifices are made. A common
beginning of the prayers of certain Dinka is " Nyalich
ko Jcwar" " God and our ancestors " ; the Afitti Nuba
of Jebel Daier and the people of Dilling never address
God directly in their prayers, but go to the Kujur, address-
ing him or rather the ancestral spirit within him, as " our
ancestor God." Both examples illustrate the intimate
connection between the cult of the High God and that
of the ancestors.
2. Divine Kings.—The belief that an ancestral spirit
is incarnated in successive generations of his descendants
appears in its most striking form in the religion of the
Shilluk, which is based on the cult of Nyakang, a semi-
divine hero who is reputed to be the founder of the Shilluk
nation and its first king. According to Shilluk belief it
is only through Nyakang that men can approach the
mysterious and invisible power of Juok, and it is Nyakang
to whom the sacred shrines, found in certain Shilluk
villages, are dedicated. The most sacred of these shrines
are at the villages of Alurwa, Fashoda, and Fanyikang,
and they consist of a number of huts, within an enclosure,
the roofs of which terminate in an ornament consisting
in an ostrich egg from which the blade of a spear projects.
In each king or ret of the Shilluk, Nyakang is incarnated
and he therefore belongs to the category of rulers whom
Sir James Frazer has called " divine kings," and of whom
it is characteristic that they are ceremonially slain, when
they have reached old age or otherwise have lost their
vigour. This ceremonial of killing the Shilluk kings took
place until quite recent times. The new king must
belong to one of certain specified families descended from
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